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We are thrilled to share with you the key
features that sparked excitement during
our recent meeting together. In this deck,
you'll find topics that delve deeper into
each aspect, providing you with detailed
information.
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KidKare eForms
eForms resolves free & reduced-price form
errors. You can send eForms to parents and
completely take the paper out of the
equation. 

Benefits:

Guides parents through form
completion.
Parents feel it is more
confidential.
Visibility from invitation to
certification. 

Device IP address stored at
point of signature.
Export enrollment & Free &
Reduced-Price forms in PDF. 
SNAP/TANF case number
validation.

Providers and Centers Enroll a Child  1
The center or provider enters minimal information about the child
and parent or guardian and invites them to enroll and complete the
Free and Reduced-Price application online. 

How eForms Works 

A large affiliated center chain experienced a significant reduction in
staff effort, up to 95% valued at more than one million dollars, thanks

to the implementation of KidKare eForms.



Parents are Invited to Complete Online Enrollment2
A customizable email invitation using eForms is sent to the parent
inviting them to complete the enrollment and IEF information online
through KidKare.

View Status and Progress3
State Personnel and Sponsors are able to access the progress of all
eForms by utilizing Observer Mode in order to help provide any
technical assistance. Each activity related to the eForms is dated
and time stamped for audit trail purposes. 



eForms are Submitted to the Center/Home4
Once the eForms are complete, the parent receives a copy of their
eForms via email and the Center/Home are able to access and
review the forms on KidKare.

Approve or Send for Revisions5
Centers and Homes can review the child enrollment or Free &
Reduced-price forms and eForms then supplies options for when
and how forms are approved and renewed. You can also send back
to the parent for revision with a customized comment.



Home providers can be
restricted to same day entry
only. 
Centers can be restricted to
recording meal counts by end
of day, end of week, or only
during meal service times. 
Home providers and centers
can be required to record
child attendance counts prior
to recording any meal counts. 

Meals & Attendance
Error-free attendance & meal counts with
KidKare. We know that attendance and meal
counts are the foundation of CACFP - our
system is designed to make this seamless
for both sites and reviewers. 

Benefits:

Center staff can be required
to certify by signature each
recorded meal count. 
KidKare is designed to
calculate only 2 meals & 1
snack or 2 snacks & 1 meal a
day, limiting additional
meals/snacks claimed.
All users can upload their
claim data into MIPS.  

Teachers can easily tap a child’s name to mark them in for the day. With
just a few clicks on any device, teachers can effortlessly mark a child's
attendance for the day and conveniently return later to record their meal
count. Say goodbye to paper-based systems and embrace a digital
solution that ensures compliance with ease.

Features

Fork and knife icon is only
available when permitted.

Users can’t record
meals outside of their
designated entry
times.
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Use Select All to record meal counts.

Once the child is recorded as present in attendance, record meal
counts for all children present at the meal service. 

2

Certify by child attendance & meal counts.3



Standardized state-controlled
food list built into KidKare. 
Centralized, reusable, and
scheduled menus .
Production records with
estimated, actual and leftover
quantity calculations. 

Menu & Food List
Control the foods your participants can
select when recording menus. Decide what
foods can and cannot be served — and
enforce it.

Managing your food list 
has never been easier.

Individual Infant menus for the
developmentally ready .
Food frequency and
combination food rules and
reporting.
Grain Ounce Equivalents
Calculations .

1. A custom state-controlled food
list based on the food buying guide
foods. 

2. State reviewers can be confident
that all menu items are creditable. 

3. Participants select foods from
the food list to create menu
templates, record daily menus or
create re-usable or centralized
menu plans. 

Standardized State-Controlled
Food List Built Into KidKare

4. Eliminates non-creditable food
items from menus and reduces
time reviewers spend verifying
menus served. 

5. Food list becomes a training tool
for new participants. 
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2. KidKare offers tools to help
sponsors proactively navigate
new USDA requirements prior to
mandates.

Grain Ounce Equivalents 02
1. Once the state has approved the
food list all of the grain items will
include the correct ounce
equivalents within the standardized
list. 

Daily Menu 03
1. Users can access this page from the
Menu calendar or left navigation bar. 

2. Participants select food items from the
built in standard food list to fulfill the
meal component requirements for a
creditable menu.  

3. Meal pattern requirements – are
accessible from this page as a quick
reference guide to develop high quality
meals.

4. Actual quantities required calculates
automatically once meal counts are
recorded. 

5. Staff can estimate required food
quantities by automatically applying
previously recorded attendance trends to
selected menus based on the USDA meal
pattern.

6. Actual quantities Served can be
entered by staff once meal is ready to be
delivered to classrooms or the cafeteria. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zLt7rfebOUE&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zLt7rfebOUE&t=1s


Menu Calendar 04
1. Provides a birds eye view of all of
the meals planned for infants and
non-infants. 

2. From this page staff can easily
create reusable or cycle menus by
copy/pasting menus for a day, a
week or a full month. 

Customizable menu warnings:

- View as warnings or icons 
Incomplete menus. 
- Missing estimated attendance .
- Missing actual quantities served.



Individual Infant Menus 05
1. The first infant menu recorded for
the day becomes the default menu.  

2. Click the fork/knife icon to record
an infant meal count, and the infant
menu pop-up opens. 

3. If the infant is fed outside of what is
already recorded in the default menu,
use the toggle to enable the food group
and record the child’s developmentally
ready food items.  

4. Record the quantities as needed. 

Food Frequency & Combination 06
1. These operate similarly to the food
frequency rules. 

2. Select create new rule, and any 2
food items or all foods assigned to
the rule. For example: French fries
and mashed potatoes, or starch
items: potato soup, potato salad,
potato. 

3. Actions can be set to Warn or
Disallow and will display on the Office
Error Report after the claim is
calculated.

 



State Module

KidKare helps State Reviewers
provide technical assistance &
enables agencies to monitor
activities & verify data accuracy
before claim.

Observer 
Mode
At each level of the KidKare
ecosystem, we have developed
tools to provide your team with
real-time visibility into participant
data.

View participant accounts 
any time, anywhere.

Prepare for site reviews from
the comfort of your office—
access child data,
attendance and meal count
data, menus, and reports
before you go.
Digitized reviews tailored to
analyze meaningful metrics. 
State staff are provided with
state level login access. 

At any time, you can select a specific Sponsor and Site to observe and will
gain access to their real-time data in a Read-Only Mode.



Once logged in, you can view when claims were sent to the Sponsor, claim
totals and print claim summaries.

From anywhere in the state, you can view menus, run reports and generate
provider claim totals.

Exports can be customized to ensure that the reports best serve standard
operating procedures in Florida.



Outside of the State Module, you will have access to log-in to the same
views as a Sponsor or Site any time. This allows you to monitor program
execution in real time, provide technical assistance where needed and
garner an overall sense of how participants are conducting the program.
Observer Mode will always be read-only, noted by the green banner in
each view, to uphold program fidelity.

Sponsor and Site Views



Centers, both affiliated and non-affiliated, can enter receipts
for their sites in KidKare. The entry can be done in two
different ways:

Receipt 
Entry

Quick Receipt Entry 01

Sponsors can verify all input receipts
to confirm all sites entered expenses.

Specific reporting is tied to the
receipts to ensure non-profit status
(Non-Profit Status Report).

Ensure that CACFP funds are spent
appropriately (allowable costs) --
food purchases, food-service
supplies.

Receipts &
Milk Audit
Receipts can be entered any time
before the end of the claim month.

Benefits

Ensure expenditures are in-line
with reported CACFP budget.

Milk calculator ties directly into
the milk audit for accurate
reporting of gallons purchased.

1Enter purchases as broad categories, such as Food or Supplies.



After inputting receipts and POS meal data, participants can run internal
milk audits to determine where additional staff training is needed, provide
technical assistance to team members and proactively address concerns
before submitting to your state team.

At any point, your state team can utilize the milk audit tool to take receipt
entry a step further and ensure that every meal is compliant and quantities
purchased and served are well documented.

Receipts Support Milk Audits

Itemized Receipt Entry 02
Record purchases to the last detail: item name, type, and line-item costs.

Compare amount of milk purchased
with the amount of milk needed.

Base milk audit comparison on
attendance/meal counts, menus and
itemized receipt entry.

Alerts participants of deficiency in real-
time to provide opportunity to serve
additional milk to meet program
requirements.

Account for milk allergies by recording
and tracking substitute milk quantities
to verify exactly which type of milk may
result in a shortage.

Account for spilled or spoiled milk with
write-offs.

Flag potential shortages before they
happen.



Alert Quantity Insufficient 
 

Sample Milk Audit Screen 



Missing or incomplete eligibility
and enrollment applications, or
missing child participation data.

KidKare 
Reporting
KidKare simplifies record-keeping
and reporting.

Common Review
Findings We Solve

Incorrectly consolidated or
incomplete Attendance and Meal

Counts .
 

Non-creditable menus or
insufficient food quantities .

 

Insufficient Sponsor oversight
or monitoring.

Mistakes on Personnel Activity
Reports (PARS), costs that

require prior written approval, or
in Budget allocations.

 

Mandatory trainings not
provided by Sponsor or not

recorded sufficiently. 



Report Examples
Verify Family FRP



Race - Ethnicity Report 



Attendance Meal Count



Office Error Report



Child Roster Report



Menu Production NMP 



Monthly Claimed Meal
Counts by Age Group



Child Enrollment



Center Receipts Journal




